Residents Of The Future perform original tunes
written and arranged by guitarist and band founder
Yuval Ron. The music reveals influences of modern
jazz-rock icons, and a mixture of many other
contemporary artists from the progressive rock, fusion
and metal genres. The music places a constant
emphasis on harmonic richness, rhythmical
sophistication, dialogue between the players and an
extensive use of synthesizers, laptops and other
electronic instruments. Residents Of The Future are
based in Berlin, Germany, bringing together four
internationally rising talents from the next generation
of electric Jazz.

The material blends fascinating compositions and
spectacular solo improvisations and leads to a
musically electrifying experience. The band has
released two studio albums and various videos, and
has performed at a variety of venues and jazz festivals
worldwide – from Europe through North America to
New Zealand, gaining extremely supportive feedback
and recognition from audiences, the media and fellow
musicians alike.
YUVAL RON – ELECTRIC GUITAR
FALK BONITZ – KEYBOARDS
ROBERTO BADOGLIO – BASS
YATZIV CASPI – DRUMS
“Yuval Ron & Residents of the Future give the fusion world something to be proud of. To have young men carrying the torch
of the genre so highly, and with so much flavor and flair, one cannot help but be impressed.” – Jazzrockworld
“The album is a combination of carefully thought out compositions with improvisations, and I just found myself listening and
smiling, gently moving with the beat as I feel under its spell. “ – Prog Archives
"Progressive guitarists such as Yuval Ron are clearly among the 'ruling elite' of modern musicians" – Metal Temple

info@yuvalron.com | www.yuvalron.com | facebook.com/YuvalRonMusic | @YuvalRonMusic

Yuval Ron - Electric Guitar
Guitarist, composer and band
leader Yuval Ron started to play the
guitar at age 11. It wasn’t long
before he became active as a
player, songwriter, leader and
sideman in local bands which played
a variety of styles in Metal music and Hardcore genres.
After being exposed to a myriad of artists from the
contemporary jazz, progressive rock and metal genres, he
decided to take on the route of jazz improvisation and has
since gained some unique approaches to jazz and guitar
performance. Yet for most, Yuval is a self-taught musician,
exploring the endless boundaries of his instrument and
music as a whole. Later on, he kept expressing much of his
musical vision through his band Residents Of The Future and
collaborating with other musicians.

Falk Bonitz - Keyboards
Falk Bonitz is an active pianist and
keyboards player in the German
music scene. While educated as a
classical pianist, he arrived to Jazz
at the age of twenty. His passion for
rhythm and the playing of Latin
American music won out, which is clearly expressed in his
own Falk Bonitz Trio.
In addition, his musical path led him to theatre as musical
director and musician, respectively, on different productions
at Volkstheater Rostock, cinema as live improviser for silent
film and to performances with German pop stars Dirk
Zöllner and Jan Sievers.

Since 2009 he has been living and working in Berlin as a
pianist and keyboardist in diverse bands such as Keith Tynes
Band, soul band Ricatonie and progressive rock band Hot
Touring worldwide, Yuval has performed in some of the Fur.
major Jazz and music festivals and has recorded several
albums and live videos with his band.
Falk has joined Residents Of The Future in 2013, adding his
virtuosity and eclecticism as a keyboards player, pianist and
Yuval is also vegan and an active supporter of animal rights. electronic musician.

Roberto Badoglio - Bass
Roberto Badoglio is considered to
be one of the most virtuosic and
melodic bass players among the
new generation of Jazz Fusion. His
approach to the bass as a melodic
instrument has been widely
recognized and impressed upon audiences.

Yatziv Caspi - Drums
Yatziv Caspi is a professional
musician who played in several
local and international ensembles
as a drummer, percussionist and
tabla player. With more than 27
years of experience in playing
almost any style in music, he has managed to shape his own
way of playing and sound.

After studying with bassists Dominique Di Piazza and
Matthew Garrison in his teen years, Roberto attended the As professional tabla player and a master in north Indian
Berklee College of music in Boston. Where he studied and Classical music, an exploration journey that began 17 years
played with many influential jazz musicians.
ago studying the tabla (Indian drum), Yatziv applies these
techniques on his drumming and music, becoming a
Roberto’s music has been a revelation for many listeners complete artist and varied drummer and percussionst.
and bass players who greatly appreciated Roberto’s wild,
unrestrained sense for expression and advanced technique. Yatziv is a long time member of Residents Of The Future and
has shaped its sound and music from the beginning.
Alongside joining Residents Of The Future, he keeps working
on his further solo and group projects.
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